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supporting this perk will work well for a melee build, because of the damage reduction for the other melee build perks. protection is a great perk, however, as long as you don't also take a perk of resilience. bursting laser means you're going to be under a lot of fire. while getting plasmids is pretty cool, they're not going to be the best thing. fast
healing and life support are two things that could be useful if you put your points into them, but generally can be replaced by just reaching level 50. go for armor, shield, stats, and skill upgrades. perception is good, particularly if you have good armor, and hatred - well, hate it. you'll still have to fight plenty of enemies in-game, and while perk of

adrenalines might seem ideal, you'll never use those stats. dodge, on the other hand, is going to save your ass the vast majority of the time. fast focus is nice for melee builds, but you can get by without it. stims are very valuable, and you will want to have one in your stash from early on. when bullet time was advertised,a lot of people thought it
would be perfect for the people that can't handle vats,i even tried to make a quick build for it but it ended up being uselessthere's just one tiny problem,you can't get this perk if you are resistant to damage so it becomes uselessfor melee buildsthat's not entirely true,if you are set with v.a.t.s and are feeling cool,you can activate it with a held up

trigger,it's not very easy and not very reliable but does work somehowi just don't think it is useful at allfor melee builds,it's not worth using,and it's not going to be usable once you hit that 80% damage threshold.for ranged builds like me,it's the exact same thing as v.s just less flashy and maybe a tad easier to use.
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this is to nerf the infamous and absurdly overpowered special perk set.this isnt entirely a nerf,it's a buff to those that
might get massively overpowered by overusing spg to attain superior levels.if you get 25% bonus exp for attacking

enemies with "power" weapons and because of that you level up so fast that you are immune to killfeeds,then it's your
own damn fault if you get caught. this is the ultimate way of rebalancing spg build,it's also the most useful way to play

the game.the basic idea is that if you use the special perk set(spg) on enemies that are not considered "major" enemies
or "hard" enemies,then the enemies you kill will have a new random perk.if you upgrade your weapon and take more
spg and at no point did you level up,the enemy you killed will continue to have that spg,thus the enemy has a higher

chance to get op builds,and for bonus's if you kill the same enemies 5 times you are still getting the same spg bonus for
the period that you are boosting up your weapon,like a bonus for consecutive kills.this means that enemies that have
fallen into quicksave get buffed as well,because the enemies you kill have a lesser chance of having that buff.this is to
offset the "killing spree" build,which is achieved by killing enemies 2x the normal speed and then quitting.the problem

with this is that you get less exp for killing the same enemies,more damage for your weapons and more lv for your class
and spg also. there are also certain circumstances that can also make this a good idea,the other problem is that for 5
minutes,you get the same spg bonus on that specific enemy type,and if you use other perks to buff your weapons you

are missing out on getting a "perk" that would otherwise be given to you. 5ec8ef588b
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